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Macro programmability meets ergonomic design:
Speedlink’s VADES Gaming Mouse scores big
time, uniting a stunning shape with a petite price
Weertzen, 13 March 2019: With its VADES, the gaming accessories
specialist Speedlink presents a low-priced entry-level mouse with
a gaming-optimised shape and advanced programmability.
A programmable mouse can be the deciding factor between victory or
defeat in all-night gaming skirmishes. Riding to the rescue comes the
VADES – Speedlink’s new entry-level mouse which tips the scales in
the gamer’s favour with a stunning shape at a petite price. Even right
out of the box, the VADES is ready to spray holes at high speed in any
opponent thanks to its rapid-fire button. It – just like the other six
programmable buttons – is also a breeze to configure using the
software, allowing macros, skills, spells or actions to be called up in a
flash and timed perfectly with each other. “The VADES mouse marks
the first time we’ve brought this offering to our entry-level class
products. With its killer shape, programmable buttons and gamingoptimised sensor, in developing the VADES we’ve managed to cram in
all the key functions of a pro-level gaming mouse into a product that has
an RRP of under €20,” explained Rainer Nawratil, Director of Product
Management, PR & Marketing at Speedlink.
The illuminated gaming mouse fits the hand like a glove – and
combined with its ergonomically positioned buttons, gamers can keep
on gaming without their hand getting tired and with nothing standing in
their way of deadly timing and ultimate victory.
Another highlight is the resolution indicator, which changes colour to
reflect the dpi setting (four levels from 800dpi to 4,800dpi).
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And with a recommended retail price of just €19.99, there’ll be enough
money left in the pot to go on another shopping spree.

VADES Gaming Mouse, black/black-red


Article number: SL-680014-BK/BKRD



Illuminated USB gaming mouse



7 programmable buttons incl. DPI switch and rapid-fire button



Optimised for right handers



Adjustable optical sensor resolution (800/1,200/1,600/2,400dpi)



Sensor resolution interpolation up to 4,800dpi



Software customisable macros and buttons



DPI level indicator with 4 vibrant colours



Smooth, frictionless glide pads



Cable strap for easy and convenient storage



Cable length: 1.8m



Dimensions: 127 × 81 × 43mm (L × W × H)



Weight: 115g



RRP: €19.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of office &
entertainment peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very
successfully in the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The
®
product portfolio of its own brand Speedlink includes sound systems, headsets, mice,
mousepads, keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories.
®
Speedlink products feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design
®
excellence and outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink , Jöllenbeck is
represented in over 40 countries.
Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional information, want
to request an interview, or want us to send you products for testing. If you publish
anything, we’d really appreciate a courtesy copy.
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